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polytec’s clean-lined ALUMINIUM framed doors, comprising two unique ranges, fulfils demand 

for well-resolved cabinetry solutions suited to indoor kitchens and the growing trend of having a 

fully equipped, outdoor kitchen counterpart.

Designed for indoor kitchen application, ALUMINIUM doors are available in five frame widths 

and a choice of profiles - slimline, wide or shadow. Further customisation is possible for a 

more or less translucent or reflective effect, via an array of glass inserts which include - Frosted, 

Starphire White, Mirror or Clear.

ALFRESCO door range, the latest addition to polytec’s ALUMINIUM framed doors, has been 

cleverly conceived for built-in, outdoor kitchen cabinetry situated in undercover areas such 

as: verandas, decks, terraces, alfresco spaces and patios. Whether the outdoor kitchen is an 

extension to the main cooking hub or an additional self-contained culinary centre in its own right, 

polytec’s ALFRESCO door range introduces an avant-garde concept to the market.

Built to withstand the elements, the ALFRESCO door range is constructed from aluminium and 

features a COMPACT laminate insert that’s waterproof, resistant to impact and offered in an 

elegant and understated palette of earthy colours.

For perfect harmony, both door ranges are available in Brushed Stainless finish, consistent in 

colour to stainless steel appliances, or pared back Satin Aluminium. The products are exceedingly 

durable, low maintenance, easy to clean and carry a 7-year warranty. There’s the additional 

benefit of being able to mix, match or contrast the ALUMINIUM framed door family with like-

minded quality materials from polytec’s BENCH TOPS & laminate, THERMOLAMINATED doors, 

MELAMINE doors and EVOLUTION range.

ALUMINIUM
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23mm frame

23mm frame

23mm/19mm frame

23mm/19mm frame

5mm/55mm frame

5mm/55mm frame

42mm frameFrosted glass

42mm frameMirror glass

32mm/10mm frameStarphire White glass

32mm/10mm frameClear glass

GLASS INSERTS

SATIN 
ALUMINIUM 
FRAMES

BRUSHED
STAINLESS
FRAMES

Doors in ALUMINIUM 5mm/55mm Brushed Stainless frame with Starphire White glass

and RAVINE Drifted Oak.

Bench top in LAMINATE Grigio Marble Gloss.
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Doors in ALUMINIUM 5mm/55mm Brushed Stainless frame with Starphire White glass

and RAVINE Drifted Oak.

Bench top in LAMINATE Grigio Marble Gloss.

Doors in ALUMINIUM 42mm Satin Aluminium frame with Starphire White glass

and THERMOLAMINATED 18mm Manchester Onyx Fineline Gloss.

Bench top in LAMINATE Urban Slate Matt.

OUTSIDE COVER:

INSIDE COVER:

polytec ALUMINIUM framed doors are manufactured from the highest 

quality materials and designed to provide years of trouble free service. 

Whilst your doors are made from the highest quality anodised aluminium 

extrusion, care should be taken to wipe up spills immediately.

polytec doors should be cleaned by wiping down with a white damp soft 

cloth and warm soapy water. For more stubborn stains use a mild household 

cleaning spray. Always ensure you refer to the recommendations provided 

by the manufacturer of the cleaning product before use.  

By following these simple steps you should retain beautiful doors for many 

years to come.

CARE

The colours and details shown in this brochure are to the highest standards in printing. However, they should only 
be used as an indication of actual product colour.  To order your free colour sample visit www.polytec.com.au

The use of our current colour samples gives the colour and finish that a customer would expect to receive. polytec 
does not guarantee exact colour matches across product ranges due to colour variation in each product group.

Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and cleaning 
information. Darker colours will show superficial wear 
and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces 
and require more care and maintenance.

GREEN
polytec is committed to an eco-friendly and sustainable environment. It is 

an intrinsic part of the way we do business daily. Our decisions are made 

so that they have minimum negative impact on the environment. 

Our board product is manufactured from managed and renewable 

plantation pine and is Australian Forestry Standard chain of custody 

certified. All polytec board products are manufactured from E0 or E1 

CUSTOMwood MDF.

We manage waste responsibly through numerous recycling programs 

including aluminium and metals, used oils and timber waste is recycled 

back into energy. We subscribe to local government environmental 

initiatives and voluntary audits as well as our own internal Energy and 

Carbon Management Policy (ECM), which aligns with the Australian 

Government’s Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO) program.

polytec doors and bench tops are Australian Made & Owned.

Doors in ALUMINIUM 5mm/55mm Brushed Stainless frame 

with Artisan Oak COMPACT laminate insert.    

Belgian Oak MattGesso Lini MattPalace Teak Matt

Artisan Oak MattZinc Alloy MattPolar White Matt    

polytec’s contemporary ALFRESCO door range is designed to transform an outdoor cooking and casual dining space into a functional, 

practical and legitimate additional room. In essence the same quality cabinetry and aesthetic from the neighbouring indoor kitchen can be 

seamlessly carried through to the outdoors – extending the liveability and usability of all available spaces. That’s innovation. 

Hardy and water resistant, 5mm/55mm ALUMINIUM frames can be selected in either sleek Satin Aluminium or Brushed Stainless finish to 

coordinate with stainless steel appliances and barbecues. The 5mm COMPACT laminate inserts are made from a high impact resistant and 

a waterproof material that will stay in great shape for many years.

The ALFRESCO door range from polytec, blurs the lines between: indoor and outdoor spaces; sophisticated design and affordable luxury. It 

also proposes an exciting new way of living.

COMPACT 
LAMINATE INSERTS

ALFRESCO door range

5mm/55mm Brushed Stainless frame with 
Artisan Oak COMPACT laminate insert
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